Section 2—Further Resources

(2f) News/magazines
Bad Jens – An Iranian feminist journal.

Bitch magazine - Provides commentary on our media-driven world from a feminist perspective.

Bridge: A Jewish Feminist Journal

Bust is primarily aimed at young women and covers a variety of contemporary topics.

Christian Feminism Today

Colorlines - national newsmagazine on race and politics.

Empowerment for Women

Feminist Journal

Feminist Review – publishes work that applies a theoretical and strategic lens across the boundary of discipline.

Feminist Studies

Feminist Teacher

Grrrlzine Network – A network of self-run independent zines.

International Feminist Journal of Politics


Journal of Feminist Family Therapy

Journal of South Asian Women Studies

Journal of Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering

Ms Magazine - A paper magazine with Feminist news from around the world.

Make/shift is published collectively with a commitment to antiracist, transnational and queer perspectives, make/shift explores contemporary feminism in all of its complexity.

MP: An Online International Feminist Journal

New Moon - A Magazine for Girls

Off our Backs - is a news journal by, for, and about women and operates collectively.

On The Issues Magazine - feminist journal online

Rain and Thunder – Radical feminist work

Said It – Online feminist news, culture and politics magazine.

Sojourner: The Women's Forum - The oldest feminist newspaper in the country which today is in financial difficulty. It needs your support.

Room: A Space of Your Own – Canadian magazine offering the creative expressions of female writers, poets, visual artists, and critics.

Vox Feminarum – The Canadian Journal of Feminist Spirituality

Womanist Theory and Research – Published at the University of Georgia, Womanist is a journal of womanist and feminist-of-color scholarship and art

Women and Performance - publishes interdisciplinary feminist scholarship on all different kinds of performance, including dance, film, media, and everyday life.

Women's E-News - providing a professional e-news service to the public and the media, policy makers and opinion shapers, covering the news about issues of importance to women. It's the best!

Women's Review of Books: Women's Review of Books provides a forum for serious, informed discussion of new writing by and about women, featuring essays and in-depth reviews.


(2G) Books


